Novel approaches to antimicrobial therapy: peptide deformylase.
Peptide deformylase (PDF) represents one of the most exciting new targets for the development of novel antimicrobial chemotherapies. PDF is an essential bacterial metalloenzyme that deformylates the N-formylmethionine of newly synthesized bacterial polypeptides. Recent progress in understanding the structure and function of PDF has greatly facilitated the drug discovery process. In this article, the potential of PDF as an antimicrobial target is reviewed, and progress in the development of PDF inhibitors (PDFIs) is highlighted. Several structural classes of compounds have been reported as inhibitors of PDF. However, the real challenge has been in obtaining molecules with potent in vivo antibacterial activity against a range of drug-resistant pathogens. One of the more encouraging compounds reported, BB-83698 (British Biotech plc/Genesoft Inc), has shown in vivo efficacy against Streptococcus pneumoniae in both mouse thigh and lung infection models at doses equivalent to existing therapies. The published data suggest that PDFIs are a promising new class of antimicrobial agent best suited to treat respiratory tract infections (RTIs), but with the potential for activity against a variety of other pathogens. It is anticipated that the first PDFI targeting RTIs will enter the clinic soon.